This paper discusses the implications of mean reversion in stock prices for longterm investors such as pension funds. We start with a general definition of a meanreverting price process and explain how mean reversion in stock prices is related to mean reversion in stock returns. Subsequently, we show that mean reversion makes stocks less risky for investors with long investment horizons. Next, we consider a mean-variance efficient investor and show how mean reversion in stock prices affects such an investor's optimal portfolio weights. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for the investment decisions of long-term investors.
Introduction
A widely held belief in economics is that what goes up, must come down -eventually (De Bondt 1991) . In terms of stock prices this belief translates into the concept of (longrun) mean reversion, which states that a decline in stock prices is most likely to be followed by an upward price movement, and vice versa.
The presence or absence of mean reversion has important economic implications. Because mean reversion in stock prices induces negative autocorrelation in stock returns (a result that will be derived in Section 4), the variance of stock returns is less than proportional to the investment horizon. The relatively low long-term volatility increases the attractiveness of stocks as a long-term investment (which we will illustrate in Section 5).
Furthermore, if stock prices are mean-reverting in the long run, low stock prices are followed by relatively high expected future returns, which could encourage long-term investors such as pension funds to invest in equity after a stock market downturn (Vlaar 2005) . Indeed, some studies propose trading strategies based on mean reversion in stock prices to generate excess returns (Balvers et al. 2000 , Gropp 2004 ).
Several theories have been put forward to explain mean reversion in stock prices.
These explanations hinge on the tenet of market efficiency. The efficient market hypothesis states that all available information is reflected in the value of a stock (Fama 1991) .
Mean reversion in stock prices may reflect market inefficiency. According to Poterba & Summers (1988) , mean reversion may be caused by the irrational behavior of noise traders, resulting in stock prices that take wide swings away from their fundamental value. Irrational pricing behavior, in turn, can be caused by fads (McQueen 1992 , Summers 1986 ), overreaction to financial news (De Bondt & Thaler 1985 , 1987 or investor's opportunism (Poterba & Summers 1988) . However, stock price mean reversion does not necessarily contradict market efficiency (Fama & French 1988a) . Assuming that all available information is incorporated into stock prices, the value of a stock is determined by the expected returns per share. Consequently, mean reversion is observed when expected returns are mean-reverting (Summers 1986 ). In an empirical study, Conrad & Kaul (1988) find that the time-varying process of a stock's expected return reverts back to its mean over time. Fluctuations in expected returns may be explained from uncertainty about the survival of the economy, caused by e.g. a world war or a depression (Kim et al. 1991) . Alternatively, they can be caused by rational speculative bubbles or uncertain business prospects (McQueen 1992) . Alternative explanations for mean reversion in stock prices have been provided by, among others, Chan (1988) , Ball & Kothari (1980) , Zarowin (1990) , Conrad & Kaul (1993) , and Ball et al. (1995) .
After the seminal studies by Summers (1986) , Poterba & Summers (1988) , and Fama & French (1988a) an ongoing debate has emerged in the literature as to whether stock prices and stock returns are mean-reverting or not. The substantial amount of recent publications in this field (Ang & Bekaert 2007 , Goyal & Welch 2008 , Boudoukh et al. 2008 , Pastor & Stambaugh 2009 , 2011 , Spierdijk et al. 2012 illustrates that the meanreverting behavior of stocks is still an important issue. The cause of the debate lies in the fact that testing for mean reversion is inherently difficult due to a lack of historical data on stock prices. Accurate estimation of the degree of long-run mean reversion requires very long stock price series, which are not available. For example, if stock prices were to revert back to their fundamental value every twenty years, one would need at least 1,000 to 2,000 yearly observations to obtain reliable estimations. Moreover, the likely structural breaks during long sample periods further complicate statistical analysis of mean reversion (Spierdijk et al. 2012) . These methodological difficulties explain why mean reversion is a controversial issue in the economic literature.
The goal of this paper is not to provide a final answer to the question whether stock prices and returns are mean-reverting or not. Instead, we aim at making investors aware of the economic consequences of mean-reverting behavior of stocks. The remainder of this paper therefore focuses on describing relevant properties of mean-reverting stock prices and the resulting implications for long-term investors such as pension funds.
The set-up of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a formal definition of mean reversion in stock prices, based on the seminal work of Summers (1986) . A detailed overview of the mean reversion literature appears in Section 3. Section 4 calculates the volatility and autocovariances function of single-period and multi-period returns in the presence of mean reversion. Because the variance of stock returns is related to the associated investment risk, single-period and multi-period variances and autocovariances contain crucial information for investors. This section also explains how mean reversion in stock prices is related to mean reversion in stock returns. Furthermore, we show how the concept of mean reversion is related to the concept of covariance-stationarity. In Section 5 we consider a mean-variance efficient investor with an investment horizon of up to 20 years and investigate the implications of mean reversion in stock prices for optimal asset allocation and the profitability of trading strategies. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Definition of mean reversion stock prices
This section describes the stock price model of Summers (1986) , which allows for mean reversion in stock prices; see also Poterba & Summers (1988) and Fama & French (1988a) .
This model provides a convenient and discriptive framework for the mean-reverting behavior of stock prices, as we will explain in detail later in this section. Summers (1986) defines a mean-reverting log price process p t as the sum of a permanent and a transitory component:
Permanent and transitory price components
The permanent component p t models the intrinsic value of a stock, whereas z t represents a slowly decaying covariance-stationary price component. 1 It is assumed that p s and z t are uncorrelated for all s and t . As an example, Summers (1986) models z t according to a first-order autoregressive model 2 ,
with the intercept, 0 < < 1 the autoregressive (persistence) parameter and Á t white noise with variance 2 . A shock to the permanent component p t at time t is immediately incorporated into the future stock price. In contrast, a price shock through the transitory component z t will slowly decay towards zero over time. Fama & French (1988a) specify the underlying intrinsic value process p t , satisfying
where ı t is white noise with variance 2 . It is assumed that Á s and ı t are independent for all s and t. The transitory price component induces mean reversion in the (log) stock price. To make the stock price's mean-reverting behavior more directly observable, one may rewrite Equation (1) as
which tells us that the price process p t is mean-reverting around the value Q C Q p t , where =.1 / equals the long-run mean of the transitory price component and Q p t D p t =.1
/.
A convenient way to characterize the speed of mean reversion is the half-life. The 1 A time series z t is covariance-stationary if its mean, variance and autocovariance function are finite and constant over time; i.e. if IE.z t / D < 1, Var .z t / D 2 < 1 and Cov .r t ; r tCk / D k . 2 An AR(1) process is covariance-stationary if and only if j j < 1.
half-life associated with the price process in Equation (1) is defined as the number of periods it takes z t to absorb half of a unit shock. The first-order autoregressive structure of z t ensures that the half-life has a closed-form solution; it equals h D log.0:5/=log. / (Kim et al. 2007) , which is properly defined for 0 < < 1. For example, with D 0:8 the half-life equals 3.1 periods.
The parameter plays an important role as it determines the speed of mean reversion, but the variances 2 (corresponding to the permanent price component) and 2 (transitory price component) are crucial as well. If the variance of the permanent price component is much larger (smaller) than the variance of the transitory component, the latter plays a less (more) important role, resulting in weak (strong) mean reversion. We will make these relations more precise in Section 4.
Generalization
Although the mean-reverting price process defined by Equations (1), (2), and (3) may seem restrictive, it is more general than is apparent at first sight. This generality explains the model's suitability as a tool for describing the mean-reverting behavior of stock prices.
To allow the price process to be consistent with the efficient market hypothesis, the random walk should be nested in the specification for the stock price. This explains why the permanent price component in Equation (1) is chosen to be a random walk. The price process in Equation (1) follows a random walk for D 1, but deviates from the efficient market hypothesis for 0 < < 1. Hence, only the choice for a first-order autoregressive (AR) process could possibly be restrictive. A seemingly more general specification defines z t in Equation (1) as a covariance-stationary, mean-reverting process with mean 0.
But every covariance-stationary series can be written as an moving average (MA) process of infinite order -a result known as Wold's decomposition theorem. If the MA process is invertible, it can be written as an AR process of infinite order, which brings us one step closer to our AR(1) process. The only restrictive aspect of the first-order AR process is its order.
We may therefore want to consider a generalization of the previously considered mean-reverting price process by relaxing the assumption of a first-order AR process for the transitory price component. Instead of an AR(1) process we could assume an AR(p) process as approximation of an AR process of infinite order, for any p D 1; 2; : : :.
With z t equal to a higher-order autoregressive model, the half-life is more difficult to calculate. It can be obtained from the impulse response function corresponding to a unit shock in z t . If˛i represents the impulse response of z t Ci to a unit shock in z t at time t (i D 1; 2; : : :), then the half-life h is calculated as the largest value j which satisfies˛j 1 0:5 and˛j < 0:5. When j lies between two consecutive integer values, linear interpolation is used to determine the value of h. Notice that the impulse responses coincide with the coefficients of the infinite-order MA representation of the AR model.
The ability of the stock price model of Summers (1986) to allow for mean reversion in stock prices, in combination with the simplicity of the specification based on a first-order autoregressive transitory price component (particularly the straightforward expression for the half-life), explains why most studies confine the analysis of the transitory price process to a first-order autoregressive model. We will elucidate the statistical properties of the mean reversion model in Section 4, but first we will review the literature.
Literature
Since the seminal studies by Summers (1986) , Poterba & Summers (1988) , and Fama & French (1988a) an ongoing debate has emerged in the literature as to whether stock prices are mean-reverting or not. Testing for mean reversion is inherently difficult because of the limited supply of historical data on stock prices. Accurate estimation of the degree of long-run mean reversion requires very long data series, which are not available.
It is possible to make use of monthly overlapping returns to increase the number of observations, but this leads to serious statistical problems (as we will explain in Section 3.1).
Moreover, structural breaks in the behavior of stock prices are likely to occur during long sample periods, complicating the statistical analysis of mean reversion (Spierdijk et al. 2012 ). These issues explain why, even after twenty years of mean reversion research, it is still difficult quantify the degree of mean reversion in stock prices.
Two different methods have been used in the literature to test for mean reversion. The first approach tests for mean reversion in a way that does not require estimation of the fundamental value process p t in Equation (1). This method is known as the approach of absolute mean reversion. The second method proceeds in a different way and starts with the estimation of the fundamental value process p t . This method is referred to as relative mean reversion, because it has stock prices reverting relative to a specified mean value.
We will explain both methods in more detail in this section. We will also review some recent studies analyzing mean reversion in stock returns. Fama & French (1988a) derive a regression model to test whether the autocorrelation pattern in stock returns is consistent with the model defined by Equations (1), (2) and (3).
Absolute mean reversion
For values of close to unity, the negative autocorrelation in stock returns is stronger for long-horizon than for short-horizon returns. Fama & French (1988a) therefore examine several investment horizons between one and ten years. This approach establishes significant mean reversion, explaining 25% -40% of the variation in the 3 -5 year stock returns.
Poterba & Summers (1988) use a specific property of the random walk to test for mean reversion. Mean reversion of stock prices implies that the variance of stock returns grows less than proportionally with time. Poterba & Summers (1988) apply the variance-ratio test of Cochrane (1988) to detect this implication of mean reversion. The m-year variance ratio is defined as the ratio of the m-year return variance to the one-year return variance, divided by m. When this ratio is equal to one, the random walk hypothesis cannot be rejected. Poterba & Summers (1988) find mean reversion over long investment horizons in the United States. Similar results have been established for several developed countries.
The lack of significance in their results is attributed to the absence of more powerful tests to reject the null hypothesis.
Both Fama & French (1988a) and Poterba & Summers (1988) analyze the period from 1926 to 1985 and work with yearly overlapping stock returns to increase the number of observations. The issue of dependence, which is inherent in the use of overlapping observations, is resolved by applying the method of Hansen & Hodrick (1980) . Richardson & Smith (1991) criticize this approach and address the problem of small-sample bias. They show that the evidence supporting long-term mean reversion disappears if they remove the small-sample bias. Moreover, Richardson & Stock (1990) argue that the use of a larger overlapping interval at longer investment horizons increases the power of the statistical tests used to test the random walk hypothesis. Their more powerful statistical test does not result in a rejection of the random walk hypothesis. Jegadeesh (1991) raises the issue of seasonality caused by the use use of monthly overlapping stock returns.
Apart from these latter issues, the approach of Fama & French (1988a) has come in for other types of criticism as well. McQueen (1992) addresses the issue of heteroskedasticity in the sample period. The highly volatile years tend to have a larger influence on the results because of their relatively heavy weights. McQueen (1992) finds that the highly volatile periods exhibit stronger mean-reverting tendencies and that the overall evidence for mean reversion is therefore overstated. and criticize Fama & French (1988a) and Poterba & Summers (1988) on similar grounds. The issue of heteroskedasticity is directly linked to another point of criticism. Past periods of high volatility may not be representative of current stock price behavior. Poterba & Summers (1988) note that the Great Depression exerts substantial influence on the estimates of the mean-reversion parameters. Excluding this period considerably weakens the evidence for mean reversion. Kim et al. (1991) divide the total sample period into a period before and a period after World War II and conclude that mean reversion is a pre-World War II phenomenon only. Furthermore, the post-war period reveals mean aversion, indicating a structural break in stock price behavior. 
Relative mean reversion
The lack of evidence for mean reversion is often attributed to small sample sizes in combination with statistical tests for mean reversion that lack power. A substantial improvement in estimation accuracy may be achieved by explicitly specifying the fundamental value process (called the benchmark) around which the mean reversion occurs. The important question here is how to proxy the fundamental value process, which is inherently unobserved. According to the Gordon growth model, the value of a stock equals the discounted future cash flows generated by the stock (Gordon 1959) . In practice, these cash flows are the dividends to be paid out to the owners. Instead of estimating future dividends, one may use earnings as a proxy of future cash flows towards investors. Other possible proxies are valuation ratios, such as dividend yield or price-earnings ratios. Campbell & Shiller (2001) examine the mean-reverting behavior of dividend yields and price-earnings ratios over time. Theoretically, these variables are expected to be mean-reverting, since fundamentals are determinants of stock prices. If stock prices are high in comparison to company fundamentals, an adjustment to either stock prices or fundamentals may be expected. Campbell & Shiller (2001) find that adjustment of the ratios towards an equilibrium level is driven more by stock prices than by company fundamen-3 Mean aversion is movement of stock prices away from their mean value over time.
tals. Coakley & Fuertes (2006) consider the mean-reverting behavior of valuation ratios and attribute it to differences in investor sentiment. The authors conclude that financial ratios revert to their long-term average value. In earlier work, Fama & French (1988b) link the dividend yield to the expected returns on a stock and find that the latter have a mean-reverting tendency.
A second specification of fundamental value is based on asset pricing models. Ho & Sears (2004) link the mean-reverting behavior of stocks to the Fama-French three-factor model and conclude that such models cannot capture the mean-reverting behavior of stock prices.
Similar conclusions emerge from Gangopadhyay & Reinganum (1996) . However, they argue that mean reversion can be explained by the CAPM if the market risk premium is allowed to vary over time. Note that this fluctuation is in accordance with the theoretical explanation of mean reversion in efficient markets; expected returns fluctuate in a mean-reverting manner (Summers 1986) . Gropp (2004) argues that valuation ratios are inherently flawed, because information on company fundamentals cannot be compared to stock prices due to the delay in adjustment. Expected future dividends and earnings influence a stock's fundamental value, which cannot be captured by the current dividend yield or the price-earnings ratio. Moreover, the loss of information due to the use of proxies may contribute to the failure to recognize mean-reverting behavior.
According to Balvers et al. (2000) , the stationary relation between the fundamental value of a stock and a benchmark index permits direct assessment of the speed of mean reversion. Moreover, they use annual rather than monthly data to avoid the problem of with relatively low economic uncertainty, mean reversion is virtually absent; i.e, the speed of mean reversion is very slow and subject to high estimation uncertainty. Overall, they document half-lives ranging between 2.0 and 22.6 years.
Mean reversion in stock returns
Many recent studies investigate predictability of stock returns (Ang & Bekaert (2007) , Goyal & Welch (2008) , Boudoukh et al. (2008) , Pastor & Stambaugh (2009 , 2011 ). Predictability of stock returns from dividends or other fundamental factors may give rise to negative autocorrelation in stock returns. Negative autocorrelation in stock returns is generally referred to in the literature as mean reversion in stock returns. The empirical evidence for mean reversion in stock returns is also thin. In Section 4.4 we will show that mean reversion in stock price implies mean reversion in stock returns, but that generally, the reverse is not true: mean reversion in stock returns does not necessarily imply mean reversion in stock prices. In this paper we will mainly focus on mean reversion in stock prices because the latter type of mean reversion implies the former.
Where do we stand?
The literature has found little evidence for long-run mean reversion in stock prices while the evidence for mean reversion in stock returns is also thin. The substantial number of recent publications in this field illustrates the ongoing debate among economists about the mean-reverting behavior of stocks. As explained in the introduction of this paper, it is not our goal to provide a final answer to the question whether stock prices or returns are mean-reverting or not. Instead, we want to make investors aware of the implications of mean-reverting behavior in stocks. The remainder of this paper therefore focuses on the implications of mean reversion for long-term investors such as pension funds.
Properties of multi-period returns
This section calculates variances and autocovariances of single-period and multi-period stock returns in the presence of mean reversion in stock prices. Because the variance of stock returns is associated with the investment risk associated with this asset class, singleperiod and multi-period variances contain crucial information for investors.
One-period returns
In the framework of Section 2, the restriction 0 < < 1 induces negative autocorrelation in one-period log stock returns r t D p t p t 1 , because for k D 1; 2; : : ::
The function k .r t / is called the autocovariance function of r t . The one-period return variance equals
Throughout, z t represents a covariance-stationary process for 0 < < 1 with autocovariance function
OEk; D 0; 1; 2; : : :
We see that, for k tending to infinity, k .r t / decays geometrically to 0 for 0 < < 1.
This means that the negative correlation between r t and r tCk diminishes with k. Hence, two returns are virtually uncorrelated if they are sufficiently apart in time. Also, if approaches unity (reflecting a very slow speed of mean reversion), k .r t / tends to zero. The same holds for close to 0, in which case the transitory price process approaches white noise, with no mean reversion. Furthermore, the higher the variance of the transitory price process 2 , the more dominant the transitory price component relative to the permanent component and the more negative k .r t /. These relations illustrate that both and 2 (and particularly 2 relative to 2 ) determine the mean-reverting behavior of stock prices.
Multi-period returns
From the perspective of a long-term investor, we may also be interested in multi-period returns. For the (non-overlapping) m-period returns r t .m/ D P m j D1 r t Cj , we calculate the first-order autocovariance, yielding
because j i .r t / < 0 . Similarly, also the higher-order autocovariances turn out negative.
Also of interest to a long-term investor is the variance of the m-period returns. For m D 2; 3; : : : we find
For 2 > 0 and 0 < < 1, we find 0 .r t .m// < m 0 .r t /. With mean reversion in stock prices, the variance of the m-period returns is smaller than m times the one-period variance; the variance increases less than proportionally with the investment horizon. Hence, for long investment horizons stocks are relatively less risky than for short horizons.
Higher-order AR model
For an AR(p) process, introduced in Section 2.2, the derivations in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 remain the same. The only aspect we have to adjust is the autocovariance function. An AR(p) process of the form
is characterized by the recursive autocovariance function
j jk j j .z t / OEk D 1; 2; : : ::
and variance
We see that the sign of the autocovariances depends crucially on the AR coefficients 
Mean reversion in prices vs mean reversion in returns
In the model of Equations (1), (2), and (3), the negative autocorrelation in stock returns (cf. Equations (5) and (10)) is a direct consequence of the mean-reverting behavior of the underlying stock price. The converse is not true: negative autocorrelation in stock returns generally does not imply the presence of mean reversion in stock prices. We illustrate this property with the following example. The fundamental value process p t is taken to be a series of iid random variables with a Cauchy distribution, whereas the transitory price component follows an arbitrary covariance-stationary AR(1) model, independent from the fundamental value process. 4 Because the mean of the Cauchy does not exist (it is not finite), the price process is not mean-reverting. Admittedly, the example is empirically not very relevant, but it illustrates our main point. The return process (i.e. log price differences) generally does not uniquely determine the price process (i.e. log price levels).
The relation between mean reversion and covariance-stationarity
A property related to mean reversion is covariance-stationarity. The properties of mean reversion (in the sense of Summers (1986) ) and covariance-stationarity are equivalent in an AR(k) model. To prove this equivalence, we assume that the process p t follows a covariance-stationary AR(1) model of the form
Alternatively, we can write p t as the sum of a permanent price component and a transitory price component:
where Q D 1=.1 / and z t D z t 1 CÁ t . Notice that the assumed covariance-stationarity of p t ensures the existence of the long-run mean Q . From Equation (15) we see that p t is mean-reverting in the sense of Summers (1986) , with the fundamental value process equal to Q . Conversely, if the AR(1) process is mean-reverting in the sense of Summers (1986) , the fundamental value process has to be equal to 0 < Q < 1, which requires 0 < < 1; i.e. covariance-stationarity.
In models outside the class of AR(k) models the concepts of mean reversion and covariance-stationarity are not necessarily equivalent. We illustrate this with the (stylized) fundamental value process depicted in Figure 1 , which increases linearly over time. The (stylized) price process moves around the fundamental value. Evidently, the stock price is not mean-stationary (and thereby not covariance-stationary), yet it is mean-reverting around the fundamental value process in the sense of Summers (1986) and Fama & French (1988a) . Conversely, it is easy to find a covariance-stationary process that is not meanreverting. The simplest example is a series of iid normally distributed variables.
Mean reversion and mean-variance efficient portfolios
This section assesses the economic implications of mean reversion in stock prices for long-term investors. The starting point is a mean-variance efficient investor that determines its optimal portfolio weights solely on the basis of the mean and covariance structure of the asset returns in its investment set. A mean-variance efficient investor will hold the portolio with the lowest volatility for a given level of the expected portfolio return, or the portfolio with the highest expected return for a given level of the portfolio volatility.
Outline
We consider a long-term investor that wants to divide its wealth between stocks and bonds in mean-variance optimal proportions. We consider investment horizons ranging between 1, 5, 10, and 20 years. To construct an empirically relevant example, we base the parameter values on historical data.
Expected returns and volatilities of stocks and bonds
We assume the following values, corresponding to monthly stock returns (in the notation Funds and Exchange Traded Notes. To isolate the effect of mean reversion in stock prices on the optimal portfolio weights, we exclude a priori the presence of mean reversion in the bond returns.
Correlation between stock and bond returns
The monthly contemporaneous correlation between the stock and bond indices is assumed to be 0.2, which equals the historical correlation between the aforementioned stock and bond indices during the sample period. The contemporaneous multi-period correlations are assumed to be 0.18 (one year), 0.17 (5 years), 0.17 (10 years), and 0.17 (20 years). 
Risk-free yield curve
The risk-free rate is based on the nominal interest rate term-structure as compiled by the Dutch Central Bank. 
Variance ratio of permanent and transitory returns
We assume that the variance of the permanent and transitory price components contribute equally to the total stock return variance -a choice that has been motivated by the results documented in Poterba & Summers (1988) . In the subsequent analysis we define the variance ratio as the return variance of the permanent price component divided by the return variance of the transitory component. 7 Later we will address the influence of the variance ratio by means of a sensitivity analysis. Hodrick (1992) to the aforementioned stock and bond indices. The approach proposed by Hodrick (1992) provides a robust alternative to methods based on overlapping stock returns.
6 URL: http://www.statistics.dnb.nl/popup.cgi?/usr/statistics/excel/t1.3nm.xls. 7 More formally, the variance ratio is equal to ; cf. Equation (6). 8 We do not use our own stock price series to estimate the variance ratio, because reliable estimation of the variance ratio requires very long data series. Our own series spans less than thirty years, which is much too short. We therefore base our choice of the variance ratio on the literature.
Optimal portfolio weights
The right-hand-side panel in the upper half of Table 1 (captioned 'variance ratio = 1:1') displays optimal stock and bond allocations for investment horizons between one and ten years. The optimal portfolios that we consider explicitly are the global minimum variance portfolio (GMVP) and the tangency portfolio (TP). The GMVP is the mean-variance efficient portfolio with the lowest portfolio volatility, whereas the TP is the mean-variance efficient portfolio with highest possible risk-adjusted excess return. Figure 2 displays the TP and GMVP in the mean-variance space. According to the Capital Asset Pricing Model, investors invest their wealth in a combination of the risk-free rate and the tangency portfolio.
Without mean reversion in stock returns (see the lower half of Table 1), the optimal portfolio weights are nearly independent from the investment horizon. This is because the mean and variance of both stock and bond returns increase proportionally with the investment horizon. A negligible horizon effect is induced by the risk-free rate that increases non-proportionally with the investment horizon and by the correlation between stock and returns that varies slightly over the investment horizon. With mean reversion in stock prices (see the upper half of Table 1), the variance of stock returns increases less than proportionally, making stocks more attractive for longer investment horizons. This explains why we observe a small increase in the optimal portfolio weights assigned to stocks for longer investment horizons. For the GMVP the maximum difference in stock allocations with and without mean reversion is less than 2.5 percentage points, while for the TP the maximum difference is less than 2 percentage points. All in all, the results in Table 1 make clear that the optimal portfolio allocations are not very sensitive to the presence of stock price mean reversion.
Realistic portfolio weights for pension funds
For Dutch pension funds the optimal portfolio weights obtained in Section 5.2 are not very realistic. Therefore we also consider a pension fund that invests 50% of its wealth in stocks and 50% in bonds. The equal division between stocks and bonds corresponds to the so-called standard asset allocation in the Dutch Financial Assessment Framework (FTK) for pension funds. The left-hand panel of Table 2 (captioned 'variance ratio = 1:1') displays the resulting expected portfolio returns and volatilities with and without mean reversion in stock prices (otherwise using the same assumptions as in Section 5.2), again for investment horizons equal to 1, 5, 10, and 20 years. With mean reversion in stock prices, the portfolio volatility is lower than without mean reversion, as expected. Yet the differences in portfolio volatility are small; the maximum difference (attained with a 20-year investment horizon) is less than 4 percentage points.
Sensitivity analysis
The assumption of mean reversion in stock prices does not substantially affect the optimal portfolio allocations and perceived portfolio risk in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, but this may be due to the choice of parameters in the mean reversion model. We attempted to make these values as realistic as possible by calibrating them from historical data. In this section we perform a sensitivity analysis by altering the parameter choices made in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
Persistence parameter
One of the parameters responsible for mean reversion in our model is , which is directly related to the speed of mean reversion (see Section 2.1). The choice D 0:975 has been taken from Fama & French (1988a) who make the same assumption in their simulations.
This value of the persistence parameter boils down to a half-life of 27.4 months, or 2.3 years. Poterba & Summers (1988) 
Variance ratio
The other influential parameter in our mean reversion model is the return variance of the transitory price process, in particular in relation to the return variance of the permanent price process. We assumed equal variances in Section 5.2. This assumption was based on Poterba & Summers (1988) , who state that "The point estimates imply that transitory components account for more than half of the monthly return variance, a finding confirmed by international evidence". However, in their simulations they put the return variance of the transitory price component at three times the return variance of the permanent price process (i.e. a ratio of 1:3), whereas Fama & French (1988a) use a 1:2 ratio.
Optimal portfolio weights under different assumptions
We use aforementioned alternative values for and the variance ratio as input for a sensitivity analysis. Throughout, we calibrate the other parameter values in such as way as to keep the variance of stock returns at 4.5% on a monthly basis.
It turns out that the value of in the alternative range, as indicated above, leads to much the same output as before. By contrast, the variance ratio has a more substantial influence on the optimal portfolio weights; see the middle and right-hand panel in the upper half of Table 1 (captioned 'variance ratio 1:2' and 'variance ratio 1:3'). The larger the transitory component of stock prices, the stronger their mean reversion. This translates into higher optimal weights for stocks and lower portfolio volatility. The maximum difference in the portfolio weights with and without mean reversion is between 2 and 5 percentage points. Similarly, if an investor divides its wealth equally between stocks and bonds, the risk exposure of his portfolio decreases with the variance ratio if we assume that stock prices are mean-reverting; see the middle and right-hand-side panel in the upper half of Table 2 (captioned 'variance ratio 1:2' and 'variance ratio 1:3'). The maximum difference in portfolio volatility with and without mean reversion equals 5.3 percentage points. Obviously, the variance ratio has no influence on the optimal portfolio weights if there is no mean reversion in stock prices (see the lower half of Table 1 ).
The role of the variance ratio
Our sensitivity analysis shows that the choice of the variance ratio may have substantial impact on investment decisions. If the variance ratio is high -meaning that stock prices are strongly mean-reverting -stocks become relatively less risky in the long run, making it optimal to invest a relatively large share of wealth in stocks. However, if the true variance ratio is lower than the assumed value, the perceived risk exposure is lower than the actual risk exposure. Hence, too much wealth is allocated to stocks, resulting in a non-optimal overexposure to risk.
As noted by Fama & French (1988a) , estimation of the variance ratio is subject to various difficulties. Estimation is only possible in an indirect way and requires very long sample periods owing to the slowly-moving nature of the transitory price component.
Available stock return series are relatively short, yielding estimates that suffer from large parameter uncertainty. Accurate assessment of the parameter uncertainty is complicated by the use of overlapping returns -an issue discussed in Section 3.1. Consequently, the true value of the variance ratio remains highly uncertain. If the true variance ratio is 1:n, with n larger than 3, the effects on portfolio allocation will even be larger than established in Section 5.4.3.
Dealing with uncertainty about the variance ratio
Given the uncertainty involved with the variance ratio, it is prudent for a risk-averse investor to use a conservative estimate of this ratio.
9 To see this, suppose that an investor is uncertain about the degree of mean reversion in stock prices. If it overestimates the mean reversion in stock prices, this will result in an overexposure to risk. In an adverse scenario with falling stock prices, this would result in negative investment returns. Conversely, if the investor underestimates stock price mean reversion, it will cause underexposure of risk. Amid rising stock prices, this would result in too low investment returns. Because the investor is risk averse, it will always prefer the risk of earning too low profits over the risk of incurring too high losses. The strength of the investor's preference depends on its degree of risk averseness. For a very risk averse investor it is optimal to base the portfolio weights on an assumption of no or little stock price mean reversion. For an investor that is only little risk averse, by contrast, it is optimal to assume a higher degree of mean reversion. In sum, it is optimal policy for any risk averse investor to make conservative assumptions about the degree of stock price mean reversion. 
Trading strategies
Several studies propose trading strategies based on mean reversion in stock prices and show that these strategies yield excess returns; see e.g. Balvers et al. (2000) . The latter study establishes a half-life of 3.5 years in a model of relative mean reversion. The au-thors consider a contrarian trading strategy (which consists, loosely speaking, of buying past losers en selling past winners; cf. De Bondt & Thaler (1985) ), based on rolling window estimates of the underlying mean reversion model. They show that such a strategy is able to generate (risk-adjusted) excess returns. 11 Clearly, if stock prices were to follow a random walk, it would not be possible to earn excess returns. Hence not only does the optimal asset allocation affect the degree of stock price mean reversion, but the profitability of trading strategies crucially depends on it as well.
Conclusions
There has been an ongoing debate as to whether stock prices and stock returns are meanreverting in the long run. This paper has discussed the implications of mean-reverting behavior in stock prices for long-term investors. We showed that the variance of stock returns increases less than proportionally with the investment horizon if stock prices are mean-reverting. Subsequently, we assessed the consequences of stock price mean reversion for mean-variance efficient portfolios. If stock prices are mean-reverting, stocks are relatively less risky for longer investment horizons, so that a larger share of wealth may be allocated to stocks. The same is true if stock returns show negative autocorrelation, which is often referred to in the literature as mean reversion in stock returns (in which case stock prices are not necessarily mean-reverting).
Given the impact of mean-reverting behavior of stocks on asset allocation decisions and the profitability of trading strategies, it is important for investors to know whether or not stock prices and stock returns exhibit mean reversion. Until now, the literature has not yet found strong evidence in favor of mean-reverting behavior, but this may also be due to the difficulties involved in the empirical assessment of mean reversion. Hence, it is unclear whether stock prices and stock returns are mean-reverting or not. Bearing in mind that the investor will underestimate the risk exposure of stocks if he or she overestimates the degree of mean reversion, it seems prudent for a risk-averse investor to base investment decisions on conservative assumptions regarding the mean-reverting behavior of stocks.
Figure 1: Example of a non-stationary mean-reverting process
The dashed line is a stylized representation of the fundamental value process, which increases over time. The oscillating curve represents the stylized mean-reverting price process, which mean-reverts around the non-stationary fundamental value process.
Figure 2: Mean-variance efficient portfolios
The colored area in this figure represents, in a stylized way, the set of all possible portfolios. The horizontal axis gives the portfolio volatility, whereas the vertical axis provides the expected portfolio return. The solid curve that starts in the global minimum variance portfolio (GMVP) and that marks the upper side of the colored area is the mean-variance efficient set which comprises all mean-variance efficient portfolios. A portfolio is mean-variance efficient if it has the highest expected return, given a certain volatility level or if it has minimum volatility for a given level of the expected return. Two mean-variance efficient portfolios are explicitly highlighted: the global minimum variance portfolio (GMVP) and the tangency portfolio (TP). The former is the mean-variance efficient portfolio with the lowest volatility, whereas the latter is the mean-variance efficient portfolio with highest possible risk-adjusted excess return. The risk-adjusted excess return is the expected excess return divided by the volatility, also known as the Sharpe ratio. The tangency portfolio is obtained by drawing a straight line from the risk-free rate (denoted r f on the vertical axis) tangent to the mean-variance efficient frontier. 
